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ROBUST STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE VIA FIXED-ORDER
DYNAMIC COMPENSATION*
DENNIS S. BERNSTEIN’
Abstract. Two robust control-design problems are considered. The Robust Stabilization Problem in-
volves deterministically modeled, bounded but unknown, time-varying parameter variations, while the Robust
Performance Problem includes, in addition, a quadratic performance criterion averaged over stochastic
disturbances and maximized over the admissible parameter variations. For both problems the design goal
is a fixed-order (i.e., reduced- or full-order) dynamic (strictly proper) feedback compensator. A sufficient
condition for solving the Robust Stabilization Problem is given by means of a quadratic Lyapunov function
parameterized by the compensator gains. For the Robust Performance Problem the Lyapunov function
provides an upper bound for the closed-loop performance. This leads to consideration of the Auxiliary
Minimization Problem: Minimize the performance bound over the class of fixed-order controllers subject
to the Lyapunovofunction constraint. Necessary conditions for optimality in the auxiliary problem thus serve
as sufficient conditions for robust stability and performance in the original problem. Two particular bounds
are considered for constructing the quadratic Lyapunov function. The first corresponds to a right shift/multi-
plicative white noise model, while the second was suggested by recent work of Petersen and Hollot. The
main result is an extended version of the optimal projection equations for fixed-order dynamic compensation
whose solutions are guaranteed to provide both robust stability and robust performance.
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1. Introduction. Although considerable effort has been devoted to frequency-
domain robust-control design methods I-1 ]-[ 10], there remain open questions concern.
ing stability with respect to real-valued, structured plant parameter variations 11 ]-[ 13 ].
Specifically, it is shown in 11 ]-[ 13] that classical gain and phase margin specifications
can be satisfied, while sensitivity to structured plant parameter variations can be
arbitrarily large. From a time-domain point of view, the parametric robustness problem
has been widely studied using Lyapunov’s second method as the principal technique
[14]-[28].
In this paper we develop an approach to control design that provides sufficient
conditions for robust stability and performance over a prescribed range of time-varying
structured plant parameter variations by means of a feedback law in the form of a
fixed-order (i.e., reduced- or full-order) dynamic (strictly proper) compensator. The
approach is based upon the merging of two techniques, namely, the guaranteed cost
control approach to robust performance 14], 17] and the optimal projection approach
to quadratically optimal fixed-order dynamic compensation [29], [30]. One of our
goals is to obtain robust output-feedback compensators rather than full-state-feedback
controllers. Also, since we wish to account for real-time computational burden in
implementating the controller, we impose a constraint on the dimension (i.e., order)
of the dynamic compensator. This approach thus generalizes standard LQG theory,
which yields full-order output-feedback controllers for systems without parameter
uncertainty. We note that our approach is constructive in the sense that, upon satisfaction
of the sufficient conditions, the feedback gains required for implementing the robust
feedback controller are explicitly synthesized. Existential issues are also addressed
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herein, although to a lesser extent. For further background see [29], [30]. For extensions
to nonstrictly proper controllers see [31], and for extensions to H control see [32].
To explain the rationale behind the development we briefly describe the main
elements of the approach. The following discussion is intended to be descriptive;
precise conditions appear in the main body of the paper.
1.1. Robust Stability Problem. For a nominal linear time-invariant (A, B, C) sys-
tem we consider deterministically modeled bounded but otherwise unknown Lebesgue
measurable time-varying parameter variations of the form
p p p
(1.1) A+ i(t)Ai, B+ Y i(t)Bi, CA" i(t)Ci.
i=l i=1 i=l
The nominal matrices A, B, C and the perturbation matrices Ai, Bi, Ci denoting the
structure of the parametric uncertainty are assumed known, while the time-varying
uncertain parameters i(t) are assumed only to satisfy the bounds
(1.2) I’i(t)]<=6i, i= 1, ,p, t[0, ).
The form of (1.1) permits an arbitrary number of unceain parameters with arbitrary
linear structure. Although we do not require matching conditions as in [21], the linear
structure of (1.1) is more restrictive than the functional form A(q(t)) used in [21]. It
is this structure that we exploit to obtain sufficiency conditions. Note also that the
representation (1.1) is independent of state space basis, since replacing A by SAS-corresponds to replacing A by SAS-. As will be seen, our robustness bounds and
optimality conditions are also basis independent. Also, scaling techniques [6], [7] will
not play a role here. Finally, we note that because of the time-varying nature of the
uncertain perturbations (1.1) it is virtually impossible to determine the actual stability
region of a given design by means of empirical methods.
1.2. Quadratic Lyapunov function. As a sufficient condition for characterizing
solutions of the Robust Stability Problem we consider a closed-loop quadratic
Lyapunov function V(Y)= YY, where the matrix satisfies
(1.3) 0 + +O(, B, C,.)
and the function is a bound satisfying
p
(1.4) Z i([+i)<O(,Bc, Cc)
i=1
over the parameter range
(1.5) Ig, 6,, i: 1,...,p.
Note that the constant i in (1.4) and (1.5) pays the role of di(t), i.e., is "frozen"
in (1.4) and (1.5). In (1.3) and (1.4), and Ai denote the closed-loop dynamics and
closed-loop parameter-uncertainty matrices given by
BcC A J’ BcCi
Since is independent of Ac, depends only on B and C. As discussed later in
this section, (1.4) is automatically satisfied by construction of the function . Further-
more, the existence of a solution to (1.3) need not be verified directly, but rather is
a result of numerically solving the optimality conditions discussed below.
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1.3. Robust Performance Problem. In addition to the deterministic parameter
uncertainty model (1.1), (1.2), the Robust Performance Problem includes stochastic
plant disturbances and measurement noise with performance measured by means of
the quadratic functional
(1.7) .( t) x r t)Rx( t) + 2x r t)RlzU( t) + u r t)Rzu( t).
To obtain a steady-state design problem we (1) average .(t) over the disturbance and
measurement noise statistics; (2) pass to the steady-state limit; and (3) maximize over
the class of parameter uncertainties. Hence the performance of a given controller
(A, B, C,) is given by
(1.8) J(A, B, C)= sup lim sup :[J(t)].
,(.) t-
The use of "lim sup" is a technicality that accounts for cases in which the steady-state
limit may not exist. Note that although (1.8) is an averaging criterion over the
disturbances as in LQG theory, it is also a worst-case measure over the uncertain
parameters. Thus (1.8) is a hybrid criterion in the sense that is stochastic in the
disturbance space (i.e., external uncertainties) and deterministic in the parameter space
(i.e., internal uncertainties). By "internal uncertainties" we have in mind quantities
such as mass, damping, or stiffness; by "external uncertainties" we are referring to
phenomena such as turbulent flow for which only power spectrum statistics may be
available. No claim is made, however, with regard to the universal validity of such a
mathematical uncertainty model. In particular applications, uncertainty models that
are either wholly deterministic or wholly stochastic may be more appropriate. In
general, our setting appears to be consistent with the available literature (see 1 ]-[28]).
1.4. Performance bound. To obtain a tractable design problem, we use the matrix
to bound the performance of each controller solving the Robust Stability Problem.
Specifically, by assuming in addition to (1.4) that
p
(1.9) 20"i(tTi) + ) -jr" a ), Bc Cc
i=1
it follows that
(1.10) J(a,., Bc, C)_<-tr I7.
In (1.9) and (1.10) / and " denote closed-loop weighting and disturbance intensitymatrices. The idea of bounding the performance by means of a Lyapunov function is
the basis for guaranteed cost control [14], [17].
1.5. Construction of the Lyapunov function. So far the Lyapunov function has only
been abstractly characterized by means of (1.3) and (1.4). To obtain a useful design
theory O is now given a concrete form. Specifically, to satisfy (1.9) it is assumed that
p
(1.11) O(, Bc, Co)= Z Ai(, Bc, Cc)-t-- R,
i:1
where, for each i, the Ai are chosen such that
(1.12) oi(+)<=A(P, Bc, Cc), [o’i[i.
It is also interesting to note that in Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman sufficiency theory the performance
functional is expressed in terms of a value function that also serves as a Lyapunov function for the closed-loop
system. These connections will be explored in a future paper.
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Note that (1.12) implies that (1.4) holds with f given by (1.11). Since/i depends on
Bc and Co, the bound Ai will be constructed to be gain-invariant, that is, so that (1.12)
holds for all Bc and Co. Thus no difficulty will arise from the fact that the controller
gains are yet to be determined by optimality considerations.
It should be noted that the bounding in (1.12) is defined in the sense of the cone
of nonnegative definite matrices. Since this is only a partial ordering and not a total
ordering, a least upper bound (i.e., a "sharpest" bound) does not exist in general and
the conservatism of the inequality in (1.12) cannot be quantified by a scalar measure.
Hence, Ai satisfying (1.12) is not necessarily unique and two particular choices of
are developed in this paper. Since we shall utilize first-order necessary conditions for
optimality, we confine our consideration to bounds that are ditterentiable. The first
choice of Ai satisfying (1.12) is given by the linear (in ) function
(1.13) Ai(, Bc, Cc)-- ti(oi h-
where a is an arbitrary positive number. As shown in [33], the bound (1.13) can be
viewed as arising from a stochastic optimal control problem with exponentially weighted
cost and state-, control- and measurement-dependent white noise. The stochastic
multiplicative white noise model serves only as an interpretation, however, and need
not be viewed as having physical significance. A similar bound is used in [28].
The second choice for A satisfying (1,12) is given by the quadratic (in ) function
(1.14) A(, Be,
where D, E denote an arbitrary factorization of A of the form
(1.15) Ai DiEi.
The bound (1.14) was used in [26] for full-state feedback with rank 1 uncertainties.
Note that using congruence transformations shows that both bounds (1.13) and (1.14)
are basis independent; that is, replacing ,i by ,-1 leads to replacing
1.6. Auxiliary Minimization Problem. The next step in our development for robust
performance is the following. Inasmuch as the performance of a robustly stabilizing
controller is bounded via (1.10) over the given range of parameter variations, it is
desirable to minimize the upper bound
(1.16) p(,A,B, C) a--tr
subject to the constraint (1.3). This is referred to as the Auxiliary Minimization Problem.
For a given choice (1.13) or (1.14) of A for each i, a solution of the Auxiliary
Minimization Problem provides a controller whose steady-state performance is guaran-
teed to remain below the bound (1.16) over the range of parameter variations, hence
guaranteeing robust performance. Since the Auxiliary Minimization Problem is a
smooth mathematical programming problem, a minimum always exists on compact
sets. To actually characterize extremals of the Auxiliary Minimization Problem we
proceed by deriving first-order necessary conditions. Because these necessary conditions
are derived for the Auxiliary Minimization Problem, they effectively serve as sufficient
conditions for robustness in the original, problem.
It should be noted that the guaranteed cost control approach developed in [14]
does not permit this line of development since A is given by
(1.17) A,(, Be, Cc)= I,T+
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where]. denotes the matrix obtained by replacing each eigenvalue by its absolute
value. Since this bound is not differentiable with respect to the controller gains,
first-order necessary conditions cannot be used.
1.7. The optimality conditions: full-order case. For the full-order case, i.e., when
the order of the controller is equal to the order of the plant, the first-order necessary
conditions can be derived in a form that is a direct generalization of the pair of
separated Riccati equations of LQG theory. Specifically, the necessary conditions
comprise a coupled system of four algebraic matrix equations including a pair of
modified Riccati equations and a pair of Lyapunov equations. For plant models
involving multiplicative white noise these equations have been studied in [34]-[36].
This form of the equations thus essentially corresponds to choosing bound (1.13).
1.8. The optimality conditions: reduced-order case. For design flexibility we also
consider controllers of arbitrary reduced dimension. For the linear-quadratic problem
without parameter uncertainty, the formulation of the necessary conditions given in
[29] provides a generalization of LQG theory. Specifically, the optimal gains are
characterized by a system of algebraic matrix equations consisting of a pair of modified
Riccati equations and a pair of modified Lyapunov equations coupled by an oblique
projection. When the order of the controller is equal to the order of the plant, the
projection becomes the identity and the standard LQG result is recovered.
The outcome of the development above is a set of algebraic matrix equations that
correspond to the necessary conditions for the Auxiliary Minimization Problem and
hence to sufficient conditions for robust stability and performance. These necessary
conditions characterize full- or reduced-order controllers with either choice of bounds
(1.13) and (1.14) for each uncertain parameter. For control-system design, these
equations can be used as follows. If a solution to the necessary conditions is obtained
computationally and if certain definiteness conditions hold, then the explicitly synthe-
sized controller (1) solves the Robust S.tability Problem and (2) is guaranteed to provide
robust performance bounded by tr V over the stipulated uncertainty range.
The applicability of these results is, of course, limited to plants that are nominally
stabilizable via controllers of the given order. Indeed, in this case it has been shown
[37] via topological degree theory that the optimality conditions for the case 8i =0,
i= 1,..., p, possess at least one stabilizing solution. For the parameter uncertainty
problem, i.e., (i > 0, it follows from continuity properties that a solution also exists
for sufficiently small 8i. The actual range of uncertainty that can be stabilized and the
tightness of the performance bound depend on the conservatism of our bounds. As
will be seen from a numerical example, our bounds are not generally sharp. This is
not unexpected, however, due to both the sense of the partial ordering employed in
(1.12) and the fact that our choice of gain-invariant bounds permits a one-step,
noniterative synthesis (rather than analysis) procedure. It should be noted that necessary
and sufficient conditions for robust analysis of a block-structured class of uncertainties
are obtainable using the/-function [6]. This block structure, however, does not appear
to include either the linear uncertainty model (1.1) or the matched uncertainty model
of [21 as special cases.
In the present paper we present results of an illustrative numerical study for a
well-known example used in [2] to demonstrate the lack of gain margin for LQG
controllers. This type of uncertainty is a special case of (1.1) obtained by taking
p m and defining Bi to be the matrix whose ith column is the same as the ith column
of B, and zero otherwise. To obtain full-order, robustified controllers exhibiting perfor-
mance/robustness tradeoffs, we use bound (1.13) for several values of 8i. To obtain
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these numerical results we used a straightforward iterative algorithm that requires only
an LQG-type software package. The homotopy algorithm of [37] with appropriate
extensions can also be used. Further descriptions of related algorithms and numerical
results can be found in [38]-[40].
The development herein is self-contained, with the exception that the detailed
derivation of the optimality conditions has been omitted. In specialized cases the
derivation has been given previously. For the case of bound (1.13) only, a derivation
using Kronecker products appears in [36]. Also, a derivation without parameter
uncertainties has been given in [29] using Lagrange multipliers. Overall, the derivation
involves considerable matrix manipulation. Since the detailed derivation does not
appear to warrant the required space, we give an outline of the proof to assist the
sufficiently motivated reader in reconstructing the details.
2. Notation and definitions. (Note that all matrices have real entries.)







rl, m, l, p, nc, ni, mi
x, u, y, xc










r x r identity matrix, r x s zero matrix, Orr
transpose, inverse, inverse transpose
trace
Kronecker sum, Kronecker product [41]
r x r symmetric matrices
r x r symmetric nonnegative-definite matrices
r x r symmetric positive-definite matrices
Zl Z2 Nr, Zl Z2 ,r
Z1- Z2 e P, Z Z e g
matrix with eigenvalues in open left half-plane
positive integers, {1, , p}
n + n, n + mi, {1, p}
n, m, l, n-dimensional vectors
n x n matrices, n x m matrices, x n matrices,
i{1,... ,p}
nc x no, nc x l, m x nc matrices
BcC A,. J’ BcC
positive number, { 1,. , p}
[-a, ] x... x [-,,
real number, {1,. , p}
(,"’,%)
Lebesgue measurable function on [0, ), i
{,... ,p}
(a,(.),..., ,(.))
Lebesgue measurable functions on [0, ) with
values in
positive number, {1,. , p}
X i, i X , X mi, mix m matrices,
i{,
x i, i x matrices, {1,. , p}
see 6
state weighting matrix in "








control weighting matrix in W"
n rn cross weighting matrix such that
R1-R12RR>=O
I R, ,_C ]C’Rr2 CfR2C
n-dimensional white noise
/-dimensional white noise
intensity of w(. in "intensity of wz(. in
n cross-intensity of w(. ), wz(.
[ v, ]
B.Vz B,V2B,J
3. Robust Stability and Robust Performance Problems. In this section we state the
Robust Stability Problem and Robust Performance Problem along with related notation
for later use.
3.1. Robust Stability Problem. For fixed nc <- n, determine (Ac, Be, Cc)
E.,,n, E.,. x Emc such that the closed-loop system consisting of the nth-order
controlled plant
(3.1) :(t)= A+ , ’i(t)A x(t)+ B-I-Z ’i(t)Bi u(t) a.a.t[0, oo),
i:1 i:1
measurements
(3.2) y(t) C -Jl-- Z i(t)Ci x(t),
and nth-order dynamic compensator
(3.3) c(t) Ax(t)+ Bcy(t),
(3.4) u(t)=Ccx,.(t)
are asymptotically stable for all (. ) L([0, c), A).
3.2. Robust Performance Problem. For fixed n<=n, determine (Ac, Bc, Cc)
n,.,. n,. mn, such that, for the closed-loop system consisting of the nth-order
controlled and disturbed plant
(3.5) (t)= A+2 i(t)Ai x(t)+ B+_, ai(t)Bi u(t)+w,(t) a.a.t[0, oo),
i:l i:1
noisy measurements
(3.6) y( t) C -}- E i( t)Ci X( I) -1- w2(t),
i=1






Asymptotic stability for a nonautonomous system is defined in the standard way (see, e.g., [42]).
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For each controller (A., Be., Co) and parameter variation (. L([0, oo), A) the
undisturbed closed-loop system (3.1)-(3.4) is given by
(3.8) (t) / + 2 (t) (t) a.a. e [0, ),
i=1
while the disturbed closed-loop system (3.3)-(3.6) is
(3.9) () + 2 (t) (t) + (t) a.a. e [0, ).
i=1
Also (see, e.g., [43, p. 194]), let ’[0,)Nee be the unique absolutely continuous
solution to
(3.10) (t) + 2 (t) () a.a. [0, ),
i=1
(3.11) (0) I,
and recall that -(.) satisfies
d _(t) --(t) + 2 (t) a.a. [0, ).(3.12) d
4. Sucient conditions for robust stability an performance. For robust stability
we characterize quadratic Lyapunov functions for the closed-loop system.
THEOREM 4.1. Let ’Px""x"" satisfy
P
(4.1)
(, B, G) Pax",x",.
G for some (A,B, G), xtxx",,, there exists satisfying
(4.2) 0 w++fl(, B,
then (A, B,., C) solves the Robust Stability Problem.
Proo Define the Lyapunov function
V() &, .
For almost all t [0, ) and (t) satisfying (3.8), it follows from (4.2) that
((t) ()(t) +(t)4(
i=1 i=1
( 2 ((2+-a(,, G. (.
i=1
Since (t) , almost all [0, ), it follows from (4.1) that there exists > 0 such
that (()) N -ll(t)l, almost all
Remark 4.1. If (A., B., C.) solves the Robust Stability Problem, then
(4.3) lim (t) 0, (. L([0, ), ).
Remark 4.2. As will be seen, the bound (4.1) will be guaranteed for all , Be, Ce
by suitable construction of the function f. In addition, the existence of a solution
to (4.2) need not be verified in practice. Rather, (4.2) is a result of numerically solving
the necessary conditions for the Auxiliary Minimization Problem given in Theorem 6.1.
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For the Robust Performance Problem the cost can be expressed in terms of the
closed-loop second-moment matrix.
PROPOSITION 4.1. For (A,., B,., C,.) R’’n’ x ,,,.! x m"c and d-(. L([0, o), A)
the second-moment matrix
(4.4) 0(t) & E[:(t)Y T(t)], E [0, c),
satisfies
(4.5) O( t) + 2 ’i( t)zi O( t) + Q( t) + (i( t)i
i=1 i=1
+ V a.a. t [0, c),
or, equivalently,
(4.6) t(t) ’(t)t(0)T(t) + (t)-l(S) -T(s)T(t) ds, e [0, cx).
Furthermore,






sup lim sup tr |#P(t)O(O)#pw(t)
c(. ) Lo([O,oo),A) k
+ #P(t)#P-’(s) Z#P--T(s)#P(t) ds
Proof The second-moment equation (4.5) is a direct consequence of the It6
differential rule (see [44, p. 142]), while (4.6) follows by direct verification. Finally,
(4.7) is immediate.
We now obtain an upper bound for J in terms of the matrix . The following
lemma is required.
LEMMA 4.1. Let D.,:P’XR",IXlRm""->,. ’ and (Ac, Bc, Cc)GRn,’n,’xRn,l X
Rmn’ be given. Then IP satisfies (4.2) if and only if satisfies
=,((+ (-(s
(4.9) [fl(, Bc, C,)-
i:,
’i( t)(zTi )’Jf- zZi)] ()-,(s)()(t) ds,
8(" 6 Loo([0, oo), A), E [0, cx3).
Proof Suppose satisfies (4.2). Then for c [0, ),
o=--( + 2 ( ’-’(+-( + (/i -1(
i=1 i=1
----d[’)-T(t)1-1(t)]"t-1-T(t)[’(’Bc’c)--dt i=1 li(t)("T-- /i)] l-l(t)’
which yields
O= --#p-r(t)#p-’(t)+
+ #P-T(s) f(, B, Cc)- ’i(S)(Ti JI- Ai) -I(s) ds.
i=1
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Thus (4.9) is satisfied. Conversely, suppose satisfies (4.9). Differentiating with respect
to using Leibniz’s rule yields
0 Z+ i(t)i T(I)P(I)+T(t)(I) ,l+ i(t)i
i=1 i=1
+ + ,(t), (t)-(s)
i=1
p
+(, B,,, C.)- 2 d’i(t)(r + .)
i=1
nt- ’i(t) + + i(t) +a(,Bc, Cc)-2 i(t)(+i)
i=1 i=1
++n(, B., c.).
Hence (4.2) is satisfied.
Remark 4.3. Note the identity
;otr (t)-(s) -’r(s)r(t) ds =tr r(t)-r(s)-l(s)(t) ds
(4.0)
We are now in a position to bound the cost J by means of the matrix
THeOReM 4.2. Let ’PexN",xN"-Ne satisfy (4.1) and
p




If for some (A, B,,, C) N", x N", x N",, there exists Pe satisfying (4.2), then
(4.12) J(Ac, B, Cc)





N sup lim sup tr [(t)O(0)r(t) +]
(- )e L([0,),)
=tr
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Remark 4.4. Note that since R _>-0, (4.11) implies
P
(4.13) Z cri(g+/i)<--(, Be, Cc), rA,
i=1
which is a weak form of (4.1). If R > 0 then (4.11) implies (4.1). This implication is
not surprising since (4.11) implies robust performance while (4.1) implies robust
stability.
5. Choice of bounds. To satisfy (4.11), 1(., .,. is chosen to be of the form
P
(5.1) 1(, Be, C)= Z A,(, Be,, C)+ R,
i=1
where, for each 1, , p, Ai" P " -’,c_ satisfiesO’i(T -" /i)(.2)
(,B, Cc)x"’x
Two distinct choices for the bound Ai are considered. As we pointed out in 1, the
first choice corresponds to a right shift/multiplicative white noise model [33], while
the second bound generalizes results found in [26].
PROPOSITION 5.1. For all Ol > 0 the function
(5.3) Ai(, B, Cc) i(oi5 -- TITJi)satisfies (5.2).
Proof Note that
0 < O’i(i/i) 1/21 (i/i) I/2i]T[O.i(Oi/i) 1/=l (i/i) I/2/i
O’2i O" / j5 -" /
which, since tr2<_-62, implies (5.2).
PROPOSITION 5.2. For all )i R ee’ and i Ne,e satisfying
(5.4)
the function
(5.5) Ai(/, B, Co)= i(--Ti--i’Jf"
satisfies (5.2).
Proof Note that
--I/2l T[ I/2i O’iTI/2/TO /2--i O’i
i---" iT---’i "qt- (O’/ i)i)’Tt O’i(l’Tt
which implies (5.2).
6. The auxiliary minimization problem and necessary conditions for optimality. To
optimize robust performance while retaining robust stability, we consider the following
problem for which the cost functional is given by the bound (4.12).
6.1. Auxiliary Minimization Problem. For 1,..., p, let Ai be given by either
(5.3) or (5.5). Determine (., A, B, C)Px""c X"clXmxnc, which minimizes
(6.1) (,A,Bc, Co) =a tr Q
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subject to
P
(6.2) 0=,r+,+ E Ai(, Be, Cc)+/,
i=1
P P
(6.3) E O’i zil T) -t- /i < 2 A , B C +, tr e A
i=1 i=1
Remark 6.1. Note that (6.3) enforces both (4.1) and (4.11) to guarantee robust
stability and performance.
To derive first-order necessary conditions for the Auxiliary Minimization Problem,
note that the constraint (6.3) defines an open set.
PROPOSITION 6.1. The set of (, B, .C) IP x IR"t x IR"", satisfying (6.3) is open.
Proof Since A(’, ",’) is continuous it can be shown that the function
f(,Bc, Cc)min Ami, Ai(, B, Cc)+R- 2 oi(f+)
o-cA i=1 i=1
is also continuous. Since (6.3) is equivalent to O<f(,B,C), the result is
immediate.
To obtain explicit feedback gain expressions we shall require two additional
technical assumptions. If bound (5.3) is chosen for a given e {1,..., p} we require
(6.4) Bi 0==> Ci 0,
i.e., Bi and C are not simultaneously nonzero. Of course, both B and C may be zero.
Assumption (6.4) implies that parameter uncertainties in B and C must be modeled
as uncorrelated. Correlation between uncertainties in A and B or A and C is, of
course, permitted. Furthermore, if bound (5.5) is chosen for a given e {1,..., p} we
require
(6.5) C
We stress that (6.4) and (6.6) can be removed, but at the expense of explicit gain
expressions.
When we use bound (5.3) the positive constant a will be considered fixed but
arbitrary. Furthermore, for bound (5.5), let D
N"," satisfy
(6.6) Ai DiEi, Bi HiKi,
and define De, Ei satisfying (5.4) by
On,.n, On,.,,i 0, KiCJ"
In addition to the open set defined by (6.3), the derivation of the necessary conditions
requires that (, A, Be, Ce) be further restricted so that
(6.8)
+2’ (6a-),(R) is asymptotically stable,
(6.9) (Ac, B, Ce) is controllable and observable.
In (6.8) the notation Y/ and Y/’ denotes summation over indices for which bounds
(5.3) and (5.5), respectively, have been chosen. Note that (6.8) and (6.9) play no role
in the Auxiliary Minimization Problem and thus need not be verified for robust stability
or robust performance.
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For arbitrary Q, P, (,/3 Enn define the following notation"
Raa R2+ (6ii
v. v+2’ ()c(Q+ O)c(,
-)A(Q+O)Cf,Q. Oc + v,+Z
DE" ,(D,Df+H,HY), E E" ,EyE,.
1= a+-z’ ,I. ae 3 -BRz, QaV2-C.2
The following lemma will be needed.
LEMMA 6.1. If (, ]n and rank O n,, then there exist G, F En,.n and invert-
ible M n,,n, such that
(6.10) 0/3 GMI",
(6.11) FGT=In,..
Furthermore, G, M, and F are unique except for a change of basis in
Proof The result is an immediate consequence of [45, Thm. 6.2.5, p. 123].
Note that because of (6.11), the n x n matrix z -a- G’F is idempotent, i.e., z2=
Since z is not necessarily symmetric, it is an oblique projection. Also, define z+/- & In --Z.
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose (, A., B., C) solves the Auxiliary Minimization Problem
subject to (6.8) and (6.9). Then there exist P, Q, P, Q [n such that , A, B, C are
given by
(6 12) =[p+/3 _figT]
_
(6.13) ac F(A-QaV2-C- BRloPa + DP)G,
(6.14) Bc= FQV-2-,
(6.15) C,. -R2-2P.G,
and such that P, Q, P, Q satisfy
0= Tp+p+ R, +E’ (6ia[)[AfPAi+(Ai-OV2-2c,)Tfi(A,-Q.V2-1C,)]
(6.16)
+E +PDP-Pr.R- T T2, P, + r+/- P R P.’r_L2a
--1 --1 T]1)[AiQAf+(Ai_Bg2p)O(Ai_Bg2ap)(6.17) +,
T TQV2-Q+ z_QV-2-Q
T --1 T T --1(6.18) 0 (Ao+DP)rfi+fi(,o+DP)+PDP+PaR2aP -7"_PaR P,’2a
(6.19) O=(,p+DP)(+O(Ap+Dp)T+QaV2-1QT-z+/-Q, V2-1QTr_T.,
(6.20) rank 0 rank/ rank 0/3 n.
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Conversely, if there exist P, Q, , tn satisfying (6.16)-(6.20), then given by (6.12)
satisfies (6.2) or, equivalently, (4.2) with (Ac, Bc, C) given by (6.13)-(6.15).
Outline ofproof. As discussed in 1, we limit the presentation of the proof to the
salient details. First note that with the choice of bounds Ai, (6.2) becomes
(6.21)
By introducing multipliers h t, h 0, and 7 t, a Lagrangian can be defined as
(6.72) m(, k<, <, C<.) Atr [h?+(RHS of (6.21))].
Setting aT/O? 0 and using (6.8) implies that h 1 without loss of generality, 7 0,
and satisfies
The remainder of the derivation is exactly parallel to the techniques utilized in [29]
and [36]. Briefly, the principal steps are as follows:
Step 1. Compute O/OA<, O/OB<, and O/OC.
Step 2. Use (6.9) to show that the lower right n< x n< blocks of and are
positive definite.
Step 3. Use o/oA< 0 to define a projection z and new variables P, Q, fi, O, G, F.
Step 4. Partition (6.21) and (6.23) into six equations (1)-(6) corresponding to the
n x n, n x n< and n< x n< blocks of and , respectively.
Step 5. Use (2) and (3) to solve for A; show that (5) and (6) also yield A<; note
that with A< now given, (3) and (6) are superfluous and can be eliminated.
Step 6. Manipulate (1), (2), (4), and (5) to yield (6.16)-(6.19).
Step 7. Show that Steps 4-6 are reversible so that (6.16)-(6.20) are equivalent to
(6.2) or, equivalently, (4.2).
By enforcing the strict inequalities >0 and (6.3), solutions of (6.16)-(6.20)
guarantee robust stability with a robust performance bound. The following result
follows from Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2, and the converse of Theorem 6.1.
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose there exist P, Q, fi,0 satisfying (6.16)-(6.20), and
suppose that (6.3) and > 0 are satisfied with (, A, B<, C<.) given by (6.12)-(6.15).
en the compensatorA<, B<, C<. given by (6.13)-(6.15) solves the Robust Stability Problem
and the closed-loop performance (3.7) satisfies the bound
(6.24) J(A<, B, C<) tr E
The following existence result concerns the solvability of (6.16)-(6.20). Let n
denote the dimension of the unstable subspace of the plant dynamics matrix A.
THEOREM 6.3. Assuming n< n, R > O, V > O, suppose the nominal plant, i.e.,
(3.1), (3.2) with 6 O, i= 1,..., p, is stabilizable and detectable an6 in addition, is
stabilizable by means of an nJh-order strictly proper dynamic compensator (3.3), (3.4).
en there exist 6l, , 6p > 0 such that if 6 [0, 6g), 1, , p, then (6.16)-(6.20)
have a solution P, Q, P, QM hr which (A<, Be, C<) given by (6.13)-(6.15) solve the
robust stability problem with robust performance bound (6.24).
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Proof From Theorem 3.1 of [37] it follows that there exists a solution to (6.16)-
(6.20) that stabilizes the nominal plant, By continuity there exists a neighborhood over
which robust stability with performance bound (6.24) holds. [3
Theorem 6.3 is an existence result that guarantees solvability of the sufficiency
conditions over a range of parameter uncertainties. The actual range of uncertainty
that can be bounded and the conservatism of the performance bound are problem
dependent. To this end we now consider a numerical example.
7. Illustrative numerical example. To demonstrate the theory above we present an
illustrative numerical example. The example chosen was originally used in [2] to
illustrate the lack of a guaranteed gain margin for LQG controllers. This example was
also considered in [35] for a preliminary robustness study and reconsidered in [46]
using -analysis. Define the following:
o],
Note that the system is open-loop unstable and becomes uncontrollable at o-1 =-1.
As can be seen using root locus, a strictly proper stabilizing controller must be of at
least second order. Hence we consider (6.16)-(6.20) with nc n and z. =0. Further-
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[38]-[40], controllers were obtained by solving (6.16)-(6.20) for (61, al) (.1, 1), (.2, 2),
and (.4, 4). As stated previously, these numerical solutions also verify (4.2) with
given by (6.12). Figure 1 compares the guaranteed robust stability region to the "actual"
robust stability region. This robust stability region was evaluated assuming constant
1(" ), although the theory actually guarantees robustness with respect to time-varying
uncertainties. Thus, the gap between these regions may not be a reliable measure of
the conservatism of the results. Note, however, that the design approach appears to
provide more stability than is guaranteed a priori. This feature may be attributable to
the desire for a symmetric stability interval so close to an unstabilizable plant perturba-
tion, i.e., o-1 =-1. Nevertheless, the stability design objectives have been met in
accordance with Theorem 6.2. Interestingly, the form of the actual stability region
mimics the classical 6-dB-downward/infinite-dB-upward gain margin of full-state-
feedback LQR controllers [1]. Thus, this approach appears to provide an alternative
to gain-margin recovery techniques [9], which address this specialized form of plant
uncertainty. Finally, Fig. 2 compares guaranteed closed-loop performance to "actual"
closed-loop performance over the guaranteed closed-loop robust stability region. Again
the "actual" region was determined for constant ok1(’). Controller gains are given in
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Table 1. Finally, we note that higher-order robust controllers were obtained for this
example in [46] using the/x-function approach.
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